
 LAGER 
 
SESSION PREMIUM - FULL SAIL BREWING COMPANY 
malt lager crisp, smooth, refreshing | hood river, or  5.1% abv

1811 - FORT GEORGE BREWERY 
clear, smooth, hop finish | storia, or  5.1% abv

BUD LIGHT - ANHEUSER-BUSCH
light, pale ale | golden, co  4.1% abv

COORS LIGHT - COORS BREWING COMPANY
cold filtered certified | storia, or  4.2% abv

 
 PILSNER 

BREAKSIDE PILSNER - BREAKSIDE BREWERY 
traditional german style lager, clean bitterness,  
crisp, refreshing | portland, or  5.2% abv

STELLA ARTOIS 
grain, wheat, pale malts | 5.2% abv

 
 PALE ALE  

MIRROR POND - DESCHUTES BREWERY
cascade hops, smooth | bend, or  5% abv

MANNY’S - GEORGETOWN BREWING
crisp, clean, smooth | seattle, wa  5.4% abv

SWEET AS! - GOOD LIFE BREWING
pale ale, grapefruit | bend, or  6% abv

 
 CIDER  

BRIGHT CIDER - 2 TOWN CIDER HOUSE
clean apple, balances | corvallis, or  6% abv

HOP’RAGEOUS - PORTLAND CIDER COMPANY
dry, tangy, citrus | portland  6.8% abv

ATLAS CIDER - ATLAS CIDER CO
rotating flavors | bend, or  6.8% abv

 
 AMBER  

AFRICAN AMBER - MAC & JACKS BREWERY
floral, hoppy | redmond, wa  5.8% abv
 
DROP TOP - WIDMER BROTHERS BREWING
soft bitterness | portland, or  5.3% abv

AMBER ALE - OAKSHIRE BREWING
chocolate, caramel malt | eugene, or  5.4% abv

 
 IPA 

LAGUNITAS IPA - LAGUNITAS BREWING COMPANY
caramel malt barley, citrus | petaluma, ca  6.2% abv
 
FRESH SQUEEZED - DESCHUTES BREWING
heavy helping of citra, mosaic hops | bend, or  6% abv

TOTAL DOMINATION - NINKASI BREWING
multiple hops | eugene, or  6.7% abv

APOCALYPSE - 10 BARREL BREWING COMPANY
fruity, pine, crisp | bend, or  6.5% abv
 
WANDERLUST - BREAKSIDE BREWERY
bold citrus f lavor | portland, or  6.6% abv

CITRUS MISTRESS - HOP VALLEY BREWING COMPANY
grapefruit peel, peach, tropical f inish |
springf ield, or  6.5% abv

RPM IPA - BONEYARD BEER
pineapple, citrus | bend, or  6.5% abv

*IPA 97 - SILVER MOON BREWING
tropical fruit, light pine | bend, or  7% abv

*WORKHORSE IPA - LAURELWOOD BREWING COMPANY
tropical fruit, light pine | bend, or  7% abv
 
*GIGANTIC IPA - GIGANTIC BREWING COMPANY
citrus, hop, bitter | portland, or  7.5% abv
 
*IPA - PFRIEM FAMILY BREWERS 
pine, citrus, candy-like malt | hood river, or  7.2% abv

 

 WHEAT 
OCCIDENTAL HEFEWEIZEN - OCCIDENTAL BREWING CO.
refreshing, slightly bitter | portland, or  4.5% abv
 
BURNSIDE SWEET HEAT - BURNSIDE BREWING COMPANY
slightly tart & spicy | portland, or  4.9% abv

 
 BELGIAN 

BLUE MOON BELGIAN WHITE
unf iltered, citrus | golden, co  5.4% abv

 
 RED  

*DAWN OF THE RED - NINKASI BREWING
mango, papaya, pineapple | bend, or  7% abv

FREE RANGE RED - LAURELWOOD BREWING COMPANY
caramel, grapefruit | portland, or  6.2% abv

INDIA RED ALE - DOUBLE MOUNTAIN BREWERY
spice, fruit, caramel toffee | hood river, az  6.5% abv

DIABLO ROJO - BONEYARD BEER
deep amber ale | bend, or  5.5% abv

 
 ESB 

ORGANIC VELVET ESB - HOPWORKS URBAN BREWERY
floral, caramel & chocolate malt | portland, or  5.2% abv

 BROWN ALE 
NEWCASTLE BROWN
caramel, toasted malt, slight sweet finish | england  4.7% abv

HAZELNUT BROWN NECTAR - ROGUE ALES
oregon hazelnuts | newport, or  6% abv

MOOSE DROOL - BIG SKY BREWING CO. 
coffee, cocoa | missoula, mt  5.1% abv

 
 CREAM ALE 

KIWANDA 
light, creamy | prescott, az  4.6% abv

 
 STOUT & PORTER  

*VANILLA OATIS STOUT - NINKASI BREWING CO
vanilla, coffee, chocolate, roasted malt | eugene, or  7% abv

GUINNESS 
the irish classic | ireland  4.2% abv

ACHOCOLYPSE - PRESCOTT BREWING CO
bitter chocolates infused classic porter | prescott, az  6% abv

PEANUT BUTTER MILK STOUT - SLEEPY DOG BREWING 
rich chocolate, creamy peanut butter, milk stout | 
tempe, az  5.7% abv

PAPAGO COCONUT JOE - PAPAGO BREWING CO 
vanilla, coconut, coffee | scottsdale, az  5.5% abv

 
 GERMAN MAIBOCK 

DEAD GUY ALE - ROGUE ALES 
german maibock inspired, malty aroma | newport, or  6.6% abv

 
 KÖLSCH 

KÖLSCH - OCCIDENTAL BREWING CO.  
crisp, dry lager style | portland, or  4.5% abv

 
 ROTATING 

bonyard | breakside | bridgeport | burnside | commons |  
deschutes | ecliptic | full sail | gigantic | hub |  
laurelwood | ninkasi | oakshire | pelican | pyramid | rogue | 
sasquatch | southern oregon | 10 barrel | widmer | hop valley | 
good life | atlas | vertigo | big sky | pfriem | silver moon |  
double mountain | 2 towns | ace | hair of the dog | bend brewing | 
bridge 99 | cascade lakes | crux | immersion | riverbend |  
sunriver brewing co. | three creeks | worthy | astoria brewing | 
bouy beer co. | fort george | terminal gravity | double mountain |  
mt. hood brewing | alameda | base camp | coalition | lompoc | 
migration | occidental brewing co. | ancestry | elysian | kona

 
 BOTTLES & CANS  

omission ipa | omission lager | corona | corona lite | budweiser | 
heineken | kaliber | miller lite | pbr 

52 craft beers on tap
 FLIGHTS  

CAN’T DECIDE? YOU DON’T HAVE TO! BEER FLIGHTS AVAILABLE. PICK YOUR TOP 5 TAP CHOICES 

*beers 7% abv and over, are served in a 13oz imperial glass*
CM 1805


